The paper proposes an approach to design optimal receding horizon controller for tracking control a TRMS (Twin Rotor MIMO System) 
INTRODUCTION
Some decades ago, the research of the control of Twin Rotor MIMO Systems (TRMS), which is depicted symbolically in Fig.1 , has been considered as a benchmark of controlling the flight of air vehicle such as helicopter or UAV (unmanned air vehicle). Therefore several control methods and techniques for TRMS have been proposed and implemented regularly, in which the conventional control method namely PID and the modern one such as MPC are all employed. [4] , or an optimal LQR for the stabilization around an equilibrium had been introduced by Pandey et al. in 2015 [5] etc.,. Moreover, if in control problem of TRMS, there are some required constraints which are not ignorable, then the methods introduced by Akbar Rahideh in 2009 based on MPC seem to be good alternative solutions to overcome [6] . However, all these methods are restricted if the TRMS is additionally disturbed and if the trajectory to be tracking is a complicatedly desired hover [12] .
This approach can be considered as an extension of the method, which is already proposed in [7] for bilinear discrete time systems. The extension here means that this approach is established for nonlinear continuous time systems without time discretizing them as well as without implementation of any constrained optimization algorithm as usual by applying MPC techniques.
Moreover, since the discrete model obtained by discretizing could not reflect all inter-sample behaviors of the real system, which may be cause a number of critical event in practical applications, this proposed sample data controller with its avoidance of model discretization improves therefore indirectly the internal control performance of closed loop systems. 
II. MAIN CONTENT

A. Nonlinear continuous time model of TRMS
A various number of TRMS model has been proposed in [8, 9, 10] . Under which this paper uses the TRMS model given in [10] , where the pivot length is not negligible. Simulation results obtained in [10] show that this model is much precise than the other introduced earlier. This model was established by using the Euler-Lagrange equations and has an equivalent continuous time state equation as follows:
where 
afterward it can be approximated by:
Therefore, the original nonlinear state equation in (1) can be now replaced accordingly during the same time interval 1 
[ , )
kk tt  by a linear model: 
Each model (3) 
for all time domain t , will be called the receding horizon controller. Consistently, the purpose of this receding horizon controller R is the asymptotical convergence to zero of tracking error 
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is invertible. Then, with the new symbols:
the tracking control problem of (3) to an alternative desired value k r will be converted correspondingly in the stabilization problem of following nominal system:
It is easy to recognize that for the invertibility of matrix k F the number of inputs u and of output y must be coincided.
For optimal stabilizing this above obtained nominal system the following cost-function could be used:
where , kk QR are two arbitrarily chosen symmetric positive definite matrices. Thence, based on the continuous time variation technique the optimal input v it is deduced:
where the symmetric positive definite matrix k L is obtained by solving the algebraic Riccati equation:
and it is equivalent to:
The obtained value () ux above is sent subsequently to the system (1) 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The following simulation was carried out with particular parameter values of TRMS given in Table I . 
Obtained simulation result, which is obtained by applying proposed control algorithm above to adaptively tracking control the TRMS, is exhibited in Fig.3 . The simulation result of tracking ability of closed loop system to desired sinus hovers () wt is exhibited. Again, the obtained convergence behavior of system outputs () yt to the desired references () wt illustrated in this figure showed ones the tracking performance as desire. IV. CONCLUSIONS The paper has presented an approach for asymptotically tracking control to any desired trajectory of a nonlinear smooth continuous time system subjected to unavoidable constraints of control signals () u t U  . This approach is created based on receding horizon technique with the movement of flexibly adjustable LQR along time axis. Thus, this proposed approach acts essentially as an adaptive constrained optimal controller in real time sample data systems.
To verify the desired control performance of proposed approach, this method had been also in the paper implemented to simulate the tracking control of a TRMS. The simulation result has definitely confirmed that the adaptive tracking performance has met the desired expectation and therefore the proposed method could be now completely applicable in practice.
